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Abstract. Automated machine learning (AutoML) supports ML engi-
neers and data scientists by automating tasks like model selection and
hyperparameter optimization. A number of AutoML solutions have been
developed, open-source and commercial. We propose a concept called
OMA-ML (Ontology-based Meta AutoML) that combines the strengths
of existing AutoML solutions by integrating them (meta AutoML).
OMA-ML is based on a ML ontology that guides the meta AutoML
process. It supports multiple user groups, with and without programming
skills. By combining the strengths of AutoML solutions, it supports any
number of ML tasks and ML libraries.

1 Introduction

Machine learning (ML) is an important sub-domain of artificial intelligence (AI),
allowing to make predictions using models based on previous observations [22].
Engineering ML applications for practical use requires sound experience of ML
engineers respectively data scientists. Tasks to be performed include data anal-
ysis, data preparation, feature engineering, model selection, validation, learning
curve analysis and hyperparameter optimization. To support data scientists and
also enable domain experts to create ML pipelines, the field of automated ML
(AutoML) [28] has emerged. AutoML aims at automating model selection and
hyperparameter optimization, leading to higher efficiency and, potentially, bet-
ter results. More progressive AutoML solutions also perform data preparation,
feature engineering, and validation, allowing to create entire ML pipelines auto-
matically [15].

Currently, AutoML is focused on supervised ML [28]. There is a growing
number of AutoML solutions available, both academic as well as commercial.
Current state-of-the-art AutoML solutions target one concrete ML library and
compute a ML pipeline for this library only, e.g., Autosklearn [5] for Scikit-learn
[21], Auto-Keras [12] for Keras [3], and Google AutoML [8] for Tensorflow [1].

To the best of our knowledge, no existing AutoML solution combines multiple
ML libraries.

The targeted user groups of AutoML solutions differ. Commercial solutions
like RapidMiner Auto Model [14] or Google AutoML [8] offer a graphical user
interface (GUI) usable for domain experts without programming skills (e.g.,
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biologists), providing a workflow and deployment inside their ecosystem. Auto-
WEKA [13] is an open source solution which also provides a GUI. Other open
source solutions like Autosklearn [5], Auto-Keras [12], Auto-PyTorch [18], or
TPOT [15] offer libraries that require programming skills.

This paper presents a concept for meta AutoML which supports multiple ML
libraries by combining the strengths of several AutoML solutions. This concept
is based on a ML ontology which guides meta AutoML. We call this method
OMA-ML (Ontology-based Meta AutoML); the implementation is ongoing work
in progress.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related work.In Sec-
tion 3, we introduce the basics of AutoML. Section 4 is the core of the paper,
introducing meta AutoML and OMA-ML. Section 5 concludes the paper and
indicates future work.

2 Related Work

The concept of meta AutoML is novel. We are only aware of one article [27] which
presents a similar concept called Ensemble Squared, but this preprint is not a
peer-reviewed publication. Like OMA-ML, Ensemble Squared uses third-party
AutoML solutions which are invoked in parallel. Insofar, both OMA-ML and
Ensemble Squared are meta AutoML approaches. A difference of our approach
is the use of the ML ontology to guide various components of OMA-ML: the
GUI for entering the AutoML configuration, dataset analysis and pre-processing,
and the controller component of OMA-ML. We see considerable benefits in this
approach regarding extensibility. Adding new AutoML solutions to OMA-ML
can largely be accomplished by extending the ML ontology and implementing
new adapters.

3 Basics of AutoML

3.1 Input and Output

Fig. 1 shows the inputs and outputs of AutoML as a BPMN diagram (Business
Process Model and Notation [11]).

Fig. 1. AutoML input and output
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AutoML requires the following input:

1. Dataset: the dataset for the ML task, e.g., a CSV file for classification on
tabular data;

2. AutoML configuration:
(a) ML task, e.g.,

i. Classification or regression on tabular data;
ii. Classification or regression on image and video data;

iii. Classification or regression on text data;
(b) ML target: e.g., label column in classification or regression tasks;
(c) Additional configuration parameters (optional): e.g. maximum run-time,

model performance or hardware restrictions.

AutoML produces the following output:

1. ML pipeline: The ML pipeline generated by AutoML is a piece of source
code which can be executed to perform the ML task specified.

2. Report: A textual or graphical explanation of the AutoML result, including
a listing of ML configurations and their respective performance measures.

AutoML solutions generate ML pipelines. A ML pipeline implements data
preparation (e.g., feature selection, encoding or missing values imputation) the
selected ML approach and its hyperparameter configuration [28].

AutoML solves the Combined Algorithm Selection and Hyperparameter opti-
mization (CASH) problem [26]. Algorithms that solve the CASH problem search
for the best ML approach and hyperparameter setting for a given ML task [28].

Different AutoML solutions use different algorithms to solve the CASH prob-
lem, e.g.:

1. Auto-Sklearn: SMAC [6] [10];
2. TPOT: Evolutionary algorithm [15];
3. H2O AutoML: Grid Search [16];
4. ATM: A combination of multi-armed bandit learning with Gaussian pro-

cesses [24].

3.2 Example: Auto-sklearn

One of the more popular AutoML solutions by citations is Auto-sklearn [6]. It
offers pipeline generation for classification and regression of tabular data.

Listing 1.1 displays a simple Auto-sklearn implementation. In Auto-sklearn,
the ML tasks is specified by the class used, e.g., AutoSklearnClassifier for
classification of tabular datasets. The AutoML process is triggered by executing
the fit function.

Code Listing 1.1. Auto-sklearn example

import autosklearn.classification

cls = autosklearn.classification.AutoSklearnClassifier ()

cls.fit(X_train , y_train)

predictions = cls.predict(X_test)
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Without custom parameterization, Auto-sklearn will use its default config-
uration. Advanced users may customize the Auto-sklearn process [17] with a
multitude of parameters, e.g.

1. Hardware usage, e.g., memory limit;
2. Pipeline size or generation constrains, e.g., ensemble size;
3. Pipeline scoring/metrics, e.g., metric;
4. Pre-processing constrains, e.g., exclude preprocessors;
5. Runtime constraints, e.g., time left for this task;
6. Meta configuration (logging, save folder location, etc.), e.g., output folder;

The Auto-sklearn result is a pipeline that can be used to make predictions
using the predict function (see Listing 1.1). The sprint statistics function
display statistics about the found ML pipelines [17]:

1. Dataset name;
2. Metric used;
3. Best validation score;
4. Number of target algorithm runs;
5. Number of successful target algorithm runs;
6. Number of crashed target algorithm runs;
7. Number of target algorithm runs that exceeded the memory limit;
8. Number of target algorithm runs that exceeded the time limit.

3.3 Discussion of Existing AutoML Solutions

AutoML solutions are implemented on top of a specific ML library. They produce
pipelines using software from this ML library that can be exported and imported
into this ML library. Deciding on an AutoML solution results in a technology
lock-in for the corresponding ML library. Comparing the performance between
different ML libraries is not possible.

ONNX [25] is an open format for artificial neural networks (ANN) to enable
interoperability between ML libraries. However, not every ML library supports
ONNX. Furthermore ONNX does not support other ML model types besides
ANN.

AutoML solutions target specific user groups. Most open source AutoML
solutions target users with programming skills, e.g. in Python. Commercial Au-
toML solutions provide a GUI which also address users without programming
skills, e.g., domain experts.

All existing AutoML solutions have their individual strengths. They all solve
the CASH problem, support specific ML tasks, target specific user groups and
generate ML pipelines for specific ML libraries. Meta AutoML allows combining
the strengths of individual AutoML solutions, while alleviating their limitations:
it may support various ML tasks, support various user groups and is technology-
independent.

In the next section, we introduce OMA-ML, our concept for a meta AutoML.
First, we present the goals we aspire for OMA-ML.
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4 OMA-ML: An Ontology-based Concept for Meta
AutoML

4.1 Goals for OMA-ML

By combining the strengths of individual AutoML solutions, we pursue the fol-
lowing goals for OMA-ML:

1. AutoML: OMA-ML shall perform AutoML, i.e., generate an executable ML
pipeline and a report based on a configuration and a dataset.

2. User Groups: OMA-ML shall target user groups with and without pro-
gramming skills. It shall provide a GUI which allows intuitive configuration
of AutoML and interactive reporting. Additionally, it shall provide an API.

3. Technology-independent: OMA-ML shall support any number of ML li-
braries.

4. ML tasks: A wide range of ML tasks shall be supported.

4.2 Meta AutoML

Fig. 2 shows the concept of meta AutoML as a BPMN diagram.

Fig. 2. Meta AutoML workflow

Similar to other AutoML solutions, the user enters the required input (dataset
and AutoML configuration). The meta AutoML prepares various AutoML solu-
tions to be executed in parallel. The results of the AutoML solutions are collected
and the results of meta AutoML (ML pipeline and report) are finalized.

4.3 ML Ontology

An ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization of
a problem domain [23]. We are in the process of developing an ontology for the
domain of ML [9]. One of the use cases of this ML ontology is to guide the meta
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AutoML process. The ML ontology is modelled in RDF [4] using SKOS [20].
It currently consists of about 500 RDF triples, specifying 63 ML approaches,
15 ML tasks, 22 prediction performance measures, 9 AutoML solutions, 7 ML
libraries, their characteristics and interrelationships, and more.

Fig. 3 shows some exemplary concepts of the ML ontology and their rela-
tionships.

Fig. 3. Exemplary concepts the ML ontology

In this exemplary subset of the ML ontology it is expressed that the ML
approach ANN can be used for classification tasks. autosklearn is an AutoML
solution performing classification tasks. Autosklearn depends on the ML library
Sikit-learn and allows to configure the Hidden layer depth. Accuracy can be used
as a prediction performance measure for classification tasks.

The ML ontology is the information backbone of OMA-ML and is used in
several components of OMA-ML, as shown in the next section.

4.4 OMA-ML Software Architecture

Figure 4 shows the software architecture of OMA-ML as a UML (Unified Mod-
eling Language) component diagram.

OMA-ML is designed as a 3-layer-architecture.

1. Presentation layer: This is the user interface of OMA-ML. A GUI allows
interaction and visualization. An ontology-guided wizard supports configur-
ing OMA-ML. Additionally, an API provides batch access to OMA-ML.
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Fig. 4. OMA-ML software architecture

2. Logic Layer: This implements the control logic of OMA-ML, designed as
a blackboard architecture [2]. The OMA-ML controller invokes individual
AutoML libraries via the adapter pattern [7], thus providing a plug-in archi-
tecture for multiple AutoML solutions.

3. Data Layer: This layer provides access to the ML ontology (read access),
the ML model store and AutoML logs (write access).

4.5 User Interface

In the GUI, a wizard guides the user to enter mandatory and optional AutoML
configuration parameters. The wizard is based on the ML ontology, providing
plausible configuration options only. For example, if the user selects AutoML
solutions that produce ANN pipelines only, the wizard will only display config-
uration options for ANN.

Configuration parameters are as follows:

1. Mandatory:
(a) Dataset: The dataset with labeled training data;
(b) ML Task: The task the user wants to perform on the dataset, e.g.,

classification on tabular data (options from the ML ontology);
(c) ML target: The name of the label column in the dataset.
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2. Optional:
(a) Dataset schema: Schema information on dataset columns including

data types (e.g., int, float, string, date) and categories (e.g., numerical,
categorical, textual) (options from the ML ontology);

(b) Scoring: The prediction performance measure to be used as optimiza-
tion target, e.g., accuracy (options from the ML ontology);

(c) AutoML solutions: Usage restriction on particular AutoML solutions
or ML libraries, e.g., autosklearn (options from the ML ontology);

(d) ML Model constraints: Restrictions on ML approaches and custom
configuration of ML approaches, e.g., ANN with maximum 10 hidden
layers (options from the ML ontology);

(e) AutoML runtime constraints: General meta AutoML constraints
(monetary, time, hardware restriction) to influence the execution time,
e.g., runtime limit 1 hour (options from the ML ontology);

(f) Training Type: Training strategy for meta AutoML, e.g. use a subset
of the dataset (options from the ML ontology);

After starting the OMA-ML process, the user interface is updated regularly
with the current status of the AutoML processes which are executed in parallel.
After termination of the OMA-ML process, the following output is provided:

1. ML pipeline: The user can download the successfully generated ML pipelines
as a Python script and files specifying the pipeline structure. The Python
scripts provide the following functionality:
(a) Import the file specifying the pipeline structure;
(b) Make predictions for a new, unlabeled dataset;
(c) Save the prediction result.

2. Report:
(a) Description of the used AutoML solutions, their produced ML pipelines

and respective performance evaluations;
(b) ML Pipeline leader board with scores.

When using OMA-ML in batch mode, the configuration file, including a link
to the dataset can be passed to an API. The runtime state and output can be
pulled from the API. Like in the online mode, the output consists of ML pipelines
and reports.

4.6 OMA-ML Control Logic

The OMA-ML control logic is designed using the Blackboard pattern. Fig. 5
shows an overview of the OMA-ML control logic as a BPMN diagram.

When a new run of OMA-ML is triggered, the dataset is first analyzed,
extracting the following metadata:

1. Number of rows and columns;
2. Data types of columns;
3. Missing values.
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Fig. 5. OMA-ML Control Logic

Those metadata are needed for deciding whether pre-processing the dataset
is necessary for individual AutoML solutions. The OMA-ML strategy selection is
based on the ML ontology, taking into account the configuration and the dataset
analysis result. It selects AutoML solutions which perform the ML tasks specified
in the configuration. The dataset is pre-processed if needed. For example, if
an AutoML solution requires numeric features only, but the dataset contains
textual features, then the textual features are encoded. If the dataset is very
large (e.g., 100 Mio. rows) and a small runtime limit is specified (e.g., 1 hour),
then approaches with fast training times are selected or the dataset is downsized.

The selected AutoML solutions are triggered via their adapters in parallel
by the OMA-ML controller. While executing AutoML, they continuously report
their progress to the blackboard. The OMA-ML controller monitors the black-
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board. After reaching the termination criteria (e.g., required accuracy is met, or
run time limit is reached), the OMA-ML controller finalizes the OMA-ML run,
saving the best performing executable ML pipelines to the ML pipeline store,
generating a report, and storing it in the report store. Otherwise, the strategy
may be altered, or alternative AutoML solutions may be triggered.

4.7 Logging

All OMA-ML runs are logged in a structured format, including the following
data:

1. AutoML configuration;
2. Dataset analysis result;
3. OMA-ML strategy;
4. Hardware configuration (kernels, memory, processor, etc.);
5. AutoML actual run time (time spent);
6. Generated ML pipelines characteristics (accuracy, size, etc.).

With many OMA-ML runs, we expect the log data to be a valuable source
of information. Data mining techniques may be used to gain insights to improve
the OMA-ML controller’s strategy selection. Using this log data additionally for
supervised ML in the OMA-ML controller is subject to future work.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented OMA-ML, a novel ontology-based concept for
meta AutoML. OMA-ML combines the strengths of different AutoML solutions.
It supports multiple ML libraries by employing multiple AutoML solutions via
a plug-in architecture. This supports the extensibility of OMA-ML regarding
future third-party AutoML developments. It supports multiple user groups, with
and without programming skills. By combining the strengths of several AutoML
solutions, it supports a wide range of ML tasks and ML libraries.

The implementation of OMA-ML is ongoing work in progress. OMA-ML is
being implemented open-source as a micro-service architecture. It will be us-
able as a cloud service without installation. The GUI is implemented using the
Blazor Framework [19]. The OMA-ML controller is implemented in Python. The
OMA-ML batch access will be available via web services. Additionally, OMA-ML
can be installed locally. The batch access is additionally available via a REST
API. Individual AutoML libraries are installed in Docker containers and can be
invoked in parallel.

As soon as the first OMA-ML release is available, we plan to thoroughly
analyze it regarding usability and generated ML pipelines quality.

Future work includes the use of supervised ML on OMA-ML log data to
improve the strategy selection in the OMA-ML controller. Furthermore, we plan
to use learning curve analysis in the OMA-ML controller.
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